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With more deeply of the commercial banks joint-stock system, a lot of financial 
criminal cases are exposured, internal control and risk management level of 
commercial bank has become public concern. According to the provisions of the New 
Basel Capital Accord, bank risk prevention has expanded to the credit risk market risk, 
interest rate risk and operational risk. As the operation of risk management focus, 
currently commercial banks have established risk control system of accounting 
operations, to standardize the accounting behavior and strengthen accounting 
supervision. With the development of china's banking, although the accounting 
quality has been further improved and the business risk has been effectively 
controlled, accounting also produced some new situations and new problems, some 
even forming potential risks. 
Post-supervision and audit is a commercial bank part of internal control in 
commercial banks business operations of the whole process, Improve the quality of its 
accounting, effectively preventing financial risks in other sectors to play an 
irreplaceable role, it is important to prevent the risk level security system. 
In this dissertation, the commercial bank Post-supervision and Audit system 
design is studied. The system to achieve a unified scan unity, the audit, archive, 
storage and query, to achieve the integration processes; to achieve process 
specifications, convenient operate; to achieve business unity, unified management and 
data sharing. Computer technology instead of the traditional manual way of 
monitoring audit, reduce manual workload and improve audit efficiency, saving the 
cost of human resources, help to shift the focus of audit work to determine priorities 
and focus of audits; also strengthen the control of business processes to avoid human 
factors on audit quality. Eventual reconstruction of the entire audit process, improve 
audit efficiency and level. 
By scanning, the accounting voucher image acquisition, processing, storage and 














automatically identify and makeup on a combination of manual, integrated accounting 
system for full line of business flow and accounting documents Elements of the hook 
between the pair. Establish the mechanisms analysis of risk control and strengthen the 
control of business risks, to achieve a centralized accounting files electronically stored 
information and electronic images of the network query. 
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